
 

Subnautica is a 3D ocean exploration game that lets you explore a vast underwater world. You can play as an engineer who explores the depths of the unknown, or as a marine biologist who studies life at sea. But not all info is out there. Down here, you have to use your own wits and skills to find valuable information from wreckage or scientists’ research notes scattered around the ocean floor. 

Earn experience in all aspects of your game. Improve your skills in EVA (Extravehicular Activity) to become an expert in underwater mining, scavenging, crafting, and more. The more you play, the stronger you become.

In Subnautica multiplayer allows players to explore a huge new world together. Explore the world from the perspective of both a player and a creature from an unknown planet.

Explore hostile environments online with other players from around the world. Dive deep down into the depths, get lost inside caves and find creative ways to overcome challenges on your new home planet. 

The player can manipulate the terrain, building vast underwater bases for themselves or to establish bases on the surface. The player designs their base using modular blocks, which are carried by the player’s vehicle or assembled on site. Although Subnautica has an open world environment for exploration, it does not feature online multiplayer interaction with other players. The game is still in beta
stage.

You can play Subnautica in different modes:

• Play through the main story and discover the ocean's secrets • Dive into procedurally generated worlds full of creatures and resources to harvest. Collect resources by mining rocks and scavenging shipwrecks (there are always parts that fall off). Use these resources to collect food, build a strong base and defend yourself against predators. • Craft tools, weapons and vehicles to help you explore even
further. Build a vehicle to get around more quickly and easily explore the ocean depths.

The world is filled with biomes filled with various kinds of creatures. Some will hunt you, others will be hunted by you. Some creatures are friendly and can help you in combat situations, while others run away in fear or can be used as bait for certain traps! Each biome contains different species of fish, plants and fungal life forms. You can scan each with your scanner or analyze them when they are in
your inventory. The game takes place in an underwater environment. The protagonist of the game is the player, who will explore, build and fight against hostile creatures in this new unexplored world. The game was developed by Unknown Worlds, the same developers behind Natural Selection 2, an arena shooter that used FPS mechanics to give players a whole new gaming experience. Subnautica uses
a similar mechanic to deliver a 3D open world underwater environment that can be explored by means of vehicles and AI-controlled companions called "Creature AI".
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